
April 2022
The 4th graders have

transformed Mrs.
Marnin's room into a

tropical rainforest. The
kids have built trees,

ferns, flowers, and lianas
(woody vines). They also
built their own animal at

home to add to the
rainforest. The kids are
making a Google Slide
presentation about their
animal to share with the
rest of the class. They
have had so much fun

doing this while learning
a lot about the

rainforest.



Flat Stanley
All first-grade classrooms have embarked on the adventures of Flat Stanley!
This fictional chapter book tells the story of Stanley Lambchop who was
flattened by a falling bulletin board! Because of his condition, Stanley’s
family mails him to California in an envelope, versus a plane ticket, to save
on travel costs.

Each WCV first grader made a flat version of him/herself to send
somewhere in the United States. Host families are encouraged to send
three or more photos of the flat character in its new surroundings. The
photos are then posted to the Facebook page entitled STUART
ELEMENTARY FLAT STANLEY.  Pictured is Mrs. Plowman’s class with their
flat characters in the classroom and a photo of the students on their way to
the post office to mail the letters.



Elementary Spring Concert Update

Spring concerts for our elementary students will be on April 25.  K-2 will be at 6:00 PM and 3-5 will be
at 7:00 PM at the WCV High School gym.

In addition to changing the month in which we have our concerts, we will also be integrating a new
system which we hope will make for a smoother flow before, during, and after each concert.  While we know
we can’t eliminate every little hiccup, we are always trying to find ways to make things as easy and smooth as
possible for all our students.  Therefore, we have created a flow chart that we want to share with you.  Our
hope is that this will help make things flow a little better.  Please follow our plan, we truly believe it will work if
we can all be patient, have a little grace, and know that we are doing this because we think it’s crucial to the
safety of our students!

April 25th is an early out day so we will be practicing in the morning.  We also see this as a positive to
allow more time to get kids fed and dressed.

Before the K-2 concert, staff members will NOT be in the classroom until 5:45. ALL K-2 classrooms will
be on the first floor.

Before the 3-5 concert, staff members will NOT be in the classroom until 6:45. ALL 3-5 classrooms will
be on the second floor.

Mrs. Taylor will dismiss parents after both concerts.  Students MUST leave the gym first and Mrs. Taylor
will dismiss parents when all students are out of the gym.

Again, please remember that everything we do, we do in the best interest of our students.  Staff
members will be there to help assist in the flow as we understand this is something new and will take a time or
two to get the hang of.

Thank you in advance for your cooperation!



Even though it’s warming up, we are still
bound to have some cold days!

Thank you for helping make sure the
kids are dressed for the weather no

matter what mother nature brings us!!!



Third graders learned about invisible forces. They
learned about different types of bridges and support.
Students were challenged to build bridges using only
two sheets of paper (no glue or tape allowed). They had
fun and learned that failure is an opportunity to learn.
They watched where their bridge failed, and learned to
put more support in that area.  Great work, third graders!



Jurassic World Invades Stuart Elementary!!!

Every spring the WCV elementary second graders begin learning to write research
papers by gathering facts from several sources including books and the internet.  To

involve our students' families in our curriculum, we ask that the students create a
dinosaur at home.  The only rule is they cannot use a premade kit.  Other than that, the

materials, designs, and type of dinosaurs are entirely up to the creativity and
imagination of each creator.  Wow!  Are we ever impressed!  Once again the

second-grade families have made our hallways a prehistoric paradise!

Our dinosaurs will be on display for the students in our building to enjoy for the next
couple of weeks.  After that, they will become a traveling art display at the Stuart Public

Library until the end of April.  We hope you are able to check them out!



Scenes from STEM fest 2022!!!



April Breakfast & Lunch Menu


